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THIS SUBTERRANEAN LAIR IN PORTUGAL’S 
ALENTEJO IS A DOUBLE-TAKE HIDEAWAY THAT 

EMERGES FROM THE REMOTE LANDSCAPE.  
MAKE IT YOUR OWN UNDERCOVER RETREAT

OUT OF SIGHT

BY TRISH LORENZ. PHOTOGRAPHS BY SANDA VUCKOVIC



HOUSE CALL

Above from left: living room off the main concrete-domed terrace; entrance stairs. Previous pages, exterior. All at Casa na Terra

It is almost dawn. the sky is lilac with orange streaks above the 
horizon. The lake water is turning from indigo to silver and the air 
is still and cool. Then the sun emerges from behind the hilltops. 
Within minutes, the floor and walls of the veranda are awash in 
warm light and the perfectly round opening in its roof is framing 
a vibrant blue sky. It’s the start of another beautiful day at Casa 
na Terra in Portugal’s eastern Alentejo.

This part of the country, which borders the Spanish deserts of 
Extremadura, is famed for its fortress towns and pretty villages  
of white-and-cobalt cottages. But Casa na Terra conforms to no  
vernacular. A bunker, almost buried in the ground and barely 

visible even from up close, it is an alien structure in this land. The 
house belongs to and was designed by Portuguese architect Manuel 
Aires Mateus. ‘While we were working, while it was still a shell, 
local people never thought of it as a home,’ he says. ‘There were 
rumours that it belonged to the military or had astronomical uses, 
but no one could conceive of it as somewhere to live.’

The confusion is understandable. The building looks like nothing 
ever seen before: hyper-man-made yet totally in sync with the 
surroundings. Its spaces are part of the terrain – very little emerges. 
As you approach, the green roof looks as if it’s another natural 
slope, only the white circular courtyards that act as light wells mark 
out that this is an artificial construction. From beside the lake, you 
occasionally glimpse the dome of the terrace – the focal point 

– but it looks elemental, forgotten, a thing that has been here 
forever. Inside, minimalist concrete-and-wood interiors and three 
sparsely fitted-out bedrooms are embraced by the heaviness of the 
earth. Being hidden away like this provides a sense of protection. 
Elsa Lopes, who makes breakfast for my friends and I while we 
are here, expresses it well: ‘The first time I walked down the stairs, 
it felt as though the place was folding its arms around me.’ 

Casa na Terra started as a regular commission for Aires Mateus 
in 2007, but when the client ran out of money he bought it for 
himself. ‘From the very first moment I saw this project, I fell in love 
and wanted to protect it,’ he says. Aires Mateus’s parents are from 

Alentejo and he has fond memories of spending family summers 
here. When the house was finally completed in 2019, it became a 
holiday escape for himself, his wife and their two children. Artist 
friends came to visit and were equally enthralled by the property 
and the area’s remote charm, so the designer decided to rent it out. 

His long-time links to the region meant that he also had a clear 
vision of the type of home he wanted to create: ‘The countryside 
has been more or less untouched since the Romans introduced cork 
trees. We didn’t feel comfortable impacting what was around us, so 
everything is a part of nature – the landscape continues through us.’

The final creation, though, owes its genesis to the financial crisis, 
which paused work on the job between 2012 and 2016. ‘When we 
eventually returned, it felt like a ruin,’ says Aires Mateus. This air 

THE VERANDA’S HALF ARCH FRAMES THE SCENERY, A HUGE LIVING PICTURE TOPPED BY  
A MASSIVE SKY, AS ABSORBING AND SLOW-MOVING AS AN AVANT-GARDE MOVIE
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of dilapidation inspired him. ‘My favourite architecture is ancient 
Roman. It is eternal and timeless, and the people also had a kind 
of ambition without limits – they embraced absolute pleasure. This 
structure has similarities to Roman sites, especially Hadrian’s Villa 
near the Italian capital. It comes back to this romantic idea I have 
that ruins are in some ways more stunning than buildings.’ 

Perhaps it’s this sense of timelessness that causes our internal 
clocks to switch off while we’re here. Our days are slow, slow, slower. 
Internet is patchy. There is little contact with the rest of the world. 
No urgency. Each morning, Lopes arrives and serves fruit, eggs, 
cheese and cake. Once she leaves, we see and hear no one else. 

Traditionally in Alentejo you live between the inside and the 
outside, with a courtyard at the heart of the dwelling. At Casa na 
Terra, sliding doors replace walls and open from the sitting, dining 
and kitchen areas. We spend our mornings on the veranda, its half 
arch framing the scenery out front, a huge living picture topped 
by a massive sky, as absorbing and slow-moving as an avant-garde 
movie. The soundtrack is the buzz of cicadas. Swallows flutter past, 
swooping in loops under the curved roof and darting in and out 
of cone-shaped mud nests beside the glass doors. 

By 1pm the heat is a physical thing. On the terrace, the circle 
of light that tracks the day’s progress is a brilliant-white disc. As 
the temperature rises, even the cicadas are somnolent. We retreat 
indoors to silky concrete floors cool beneath bare feet. The lack 
of superfluous objects gives the space the contemplative feel of 
a contemporary monastery. We close the shutters, rest.

When we emerge in the late afternoon, the heat is still present. 
The lake is an inviting slick of blue. We walk along tracks that 

wind through wild meadows – a jewellery box of seed pods,  
thistles, flowers and leafy fronds – to the water’s edge. 

This region was among the driest in Portugal until the Alqueva 
dam was finished in 2002. Today it is one of Europe’s largest  
artificial lakes. Dragonflies dart across the surface, veering upwards 
at the sound of a splashing carp. We swim languidly to the middle. 
Above us, on top of the olive-tree-covered hills, is the fortified 
town of Monsaraz with its medieval castle flying the Portuguese 
flag. It’s easy to imagine an era far in the past, of foreign invaders, 
of running for the safety of the ramparts. 

Evening comes and night falls. Black, black night, enveloping 
us in its warmth. The scent of dry grass and herbs drifts in and 
frogs replace the cicadas in the orchestra pit. From the gloom of 
the terrace, the kitchen with its pale floor, white units and long 
central table could be a theatre set, decorated with the remnants 
of an extended supper among friends: empty bottles, plates of 
cheese and fruit, glasses with puddles of red wine. 

By midnight, all is silent. The sky is illuminated by countless stars, 
the Milky Way a soft cloud glowing across the widescreen darkness. 
It is a reminder that the troubles of the modern world will pass in 
what is nothing more than the blink of an eye in the grand scheme 
of the universe. ‘From the moment you wake up, the house gives you 
the whole history of the day,’ says Aires Mateus. ‘But I purposely 
don’t tell people too much about it before a visit. They have to 
experience it themselves and discover what it means to them.’ 
Casa na Terra is available to rent from about £315 per night for two 
and about £45 per additional person (sleeps up to six; minimum 
stay three nights). silentliving.pt/houses/casa-na-terra

Clockwise from top left: minimalist bedroom interiors; veranda; corridor leading to the living room; bathroom detail; owner Manuel Aires Mateus
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